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ACCESSION OF ARGENTINA

Memcrandum presented. by the Goverment of Argentina

I..

The Argentine Republic has, -through its representative. requested that
consideration be given to its accessione to the General Agreement on Tariffs and
Trade.

Our people aspire to progress, not only for ourselves but also for other
peoples. Wec believe that no one, who is free to improve his situation by honest
work and the use of his own abiliti;es, will harbour resentment or hatred.

We do not regard economy or trade as ends in themselves, but as means for
the attainment of common ideals.

Among those ideals is thie a.clicvement of a better standard of living for all
peoples, which is one of the aiims set out in the Preamble to the General Agreement.

That is why we are now here enjoying the hospitality of this beautiful country
of Switzerland and arc appearing before this distinguished gathering; we thank
you all for your presence here, and wish to work to : ther weith you in considering
the request for accession presented by our country,

IIT

REASONSWHICHIMPEL ARGENTINA TOSEEK MEMBERSHIP

Argentina has emerged from a systemof State intervention , based on direct
controls, in foreign and domestic trade, and has replaced. it by a multilateral
and non-disiminatory system.

The foreign exchange reform aiffected in Decembcr 1958 put an end to multiple
exchange systems , export permits and subsidies, quotas, export licences, utc.
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The formersystem of directore economy tended to replace imports basically
by processed goods which normally rejquirc a groat dea:l oif 1mn.ipovier and
relativol1 little capital inv_ stymont.

This policy was energetically supported by subsidies which agricultural
and stocki-breeding, c::ort co-le:,,oditios ha.d to pay towards thc imlportation of
raw matrials, by means of aL systeia of different rates of ex.-change. ,:Ioroovor,
the Industrial Ba.nk of' tho rgentine republicic su,'peorted thc dcov-aleimlt
of this processinig industry by mauil.ns of enormous infblaionary;, credits.

This wiholc mistaken policy has caused a Sgr.:.ve structural fla. r in the
,ixgontine economy, -6griculture and. stock-brecding became under-capitalized,
a.ma vwere thus i1ot able to I tochnolo-ical aadvance-s.ccs a'.t the sameic r'-.te aS
othor countries The Iy ertrcohy of thi processing industries brought about
a constant im-lba-lance of trade, ;ii~lc at thlC sarme time our b;.s:ic raw.1 _materials
woro not bcing put to good use.

JLSrgentina has entirCly eliimiinatod the1 systeoim of subsidies for all sectors
of its economy, and will soon boe abl to put in-to effect a realistic customs
tariff , which ill Imlake possible the gradual correction of all distort ions left
over from. tho formr -protctionist period.

Weare convinced that exceasive urotuction of both industry and
aZriculturo can only e-rntail, in the course of time, profound flaws in the
economic structure.

E-,porionce las taught us that it is difficult to avoid ex:eosses in
initiating a policy of promotion or protection of one sector of the economy
at the expense of others; and that such exceesses coridualyconic to constitute
so heavy a burden that in the end this excessive protectionismi must be
suppressed.

It is certainty, born of experience, vihich has led us to abanmdon romantic
ideas of autarky. We believe that thew best way to assist thle national economy
is by means of a balanced tariff; and that is why wo have come before GATT
today to show that our country is on, with a free economy which hopes for an
intensification of mutual trade within the high conclave of this conference .

III.

THE ECONOMIC SITUATION OF

Argentina is, purposefully, consciously and deliberately, moving
towards the definitive establishment of an economy free in every respect.

The present economic situation is a transitional one: we are emerging
from one stage and period, and entering another. is with all transitions
it is not an easy period, but our country is coming.; through it bravely and with
a certain pride. We .re convinced that the worst is over, and we are beginning
to see the first signs of a real economic recovery.
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Until just over a- year ;.and a half ago Our economy waS stagnant and we
were experiencing intense andapparently uncontrollable inflation.

The fiscal imbalance , caused mainlybyan overgrownbureaucracy (Which
has today been reduced by 70,000 official , and provoked chiefly by the.
excessive interventionof State undertakings, running a loss, in the field
properlypertaining to private enterprise, continually fed this inflation.
Other sources were inflationbanking credits , subSidie -to consumiption andimportationsbased on amultiple exchange system.

Inflationhad disccuraged savings and investment,and had had those
personswho did save to keep theirsavings in foreign currency; imports
were encouraged and exportsimportsneglocted, which resulted in psetting our

balanceofpayments. At the same timeour gold and foreignexchange reserves
dwindled,and our fereign debts incraesed.

Sincethefor foreign exchange reform, , our balance-of-payments situation
hasundegondal a fundmental change

The gold .nd currency position of the Central Bankhasmoved moved from
$133 million on 31 December 1958 to $680 million on 14 October 1960. This
increase consists of 13267 miillion expansion of the Central Panics own
reserves ,and$413 millionworld reseves stabilization .Loans obtained bythe

ArgentineGovernment abroad.

The stabilization attainedin in the internal price level. the -sound
currency position of the Central> L.ank, the daily inflo. of foreign capital
into our ex:clchan-e market a2;nd the balance rachieved in commercialexchanges
halve brought about a stabilization of the dolla.-r rate for theArrgentine peso.

At present the country has an absolutely firec and fluctua-tin. ex-change
market and, since -the official quotation of 18 pesos to the dollar was
abandoned on 30 December 1958, it has been rossiblee to achieve a stable
balance at 83 pesos to the dollar, Which has maintained itself for over a year.

The existing ex..c].ange market is valid for till financial or trade
transactions wiith foreign countries, whereas the exchange used for the accounts
of' those bilateral ,:Agreements which are still in force is quoted at par with
genuine currencies.

IV.

Our trade balance has also improved very considerably. nI 1957 the
deficit in the balance of trade $335 million; in 1958 it amounted to
$329 million, whereas in 1959, i.e. the first year after the exchange reform,
there was a favourable balance of :$16 million.
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The first eight months of the current year show a deficit of $18 million;
but it should be pointed out that in the course of -the peiesnt year imports
of machinery and vehicles amounted to "335 million..

Tfhis shows that t'ho country is making, an enormous effort of capit-aliza-tion,
both in the oil and steel sectors and in t'ile general re-equipment of its
productive activities. It should b: pointed out that, of' the total amount for
purchases made abroad during the first eight months of this year, "262 million
were for imports of machinery for industrial re-eouipment. Tills represents
about 35 per cent of the total im-ipci ts, which shows that, i.n a developing
economy, importers, left to themselves, tend to purchase capital goods and
means of' production.

Moreoverit is helped that by the end of next year Argentina will have
become self-sufficient asl regards oil, which will make it possible to put an
end to the present importationof fuels and fuel derivatives, with ..
app-,rox-imniate saving of $250 million a year. These import savings will make
it possible to free purchasing power for other. imports from abroad, !preferably
capital goods.

V.

A. similar development has taken ,place over the last few years in
Argentian's balance-of-paymnunts situation.

For the year 1957, there wras a deficit of 300 million. For 1958, there
was likewise a deficit of $256 million.Fcr 1959, there was a favourable
balance of '12 million.

The total value of argentine exports for 1959 amounted to dl`,009 million,
while im-corts amounted to -993 miillion. We hope, within tne next few years,
to increase ex-portable surpluses of cereals, imoat, wool, hides, vegetable
oils and manufactured products, so as to increase our purchasing _power abroad.

These hopes are not based on subsidies or on excessive, protection; we
hope to attain our objectives through the contribution made by Argentine
private capital, and also by public and private e foreign capital seeking
favourable opportunities in a country whore the rule of law obtains, and
where foreign interests are respected on an equal footing with national
interests.

Since the entry into force of tho la-,w; on this subject there have so far
been 159 instances of foreign capital being invested in Argentina, their
total amounting to `.j287 million. Th-,is figure does not include foreign
investments in the oil sector.
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VI,

INFLATION

The struggle against inflation has also yielded effective results.
argentina has abandoned the system o:f subsidies and price controls, and
has let free competition allow prices to find their real level.

In August 1960, the cost of living in Buenos Aires increased by only
0.4 per cent with respect to the receding month. Today we can point to
an auspicious fact which has occurred in our country for the first time for
many years: in Sel.,tember of this year the cost of living actually decreased
by 1 per cent as compared with the month of .ugust.

If we compare those increases with those experienced during the past
few years, we shall get a clear picture of the extent to which inflation has
been checked. During the first six months of 1959, for instance, the cost
of living rose by 75.3 per cent. During the first nine months of 1960, on
the other hand, the rise was only of 6.4 per cent.

The economic situation of Argentina is rapidly improving through the
efforts of all its citizens cld of all those foreigners who have faith in us,
although there remains much to be done i.n such sectors as the increase of
exports and the balancf.ng of the budget., Our presence here today represents
a positive stop by us towards the attainment of the first of these objectives,

VI X

FOREIGNTRADESYSTEM

A. Exports

AIs we have said, Argentina has abandoned the system of State intervention
in its economy, and therefore also in foreign trade. At present exports and
imports take place freely and are not subject to controls, permits, quotas, or
certificates. We apply no discriminatory policy in this respect.

Exportation is free, apart from certain limited exceptions of control
imposed for reasons of internal supply. This is the case with oil-producing
seeds, some raw materials for the manufacture of opothorapeutic products,
and meat and cattle on the hoof, There is also a control on sugar, with the
sole object of rationalizing the production of this commodity over a period of
five years, in order to transform what has been a State-directed industry into
a free one,

The commercial utilization of beryl and tungsten is in the hands of
the State. Uranium and other strategic materials such as weapons, explosives
and munitions are also under State control,
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Depart from the specific restrictions mentioned, all exports are completely
free.

Some exports of basic commodities derived from agriculture and stock-
breediz are subject to the sales tax customary on the domestic market, toa.
few small promotional taxes and to retentive duties of 10 and 20 per cent,1
computed on the basis of unified prices or of index values.

These retentive duties were intended to assist in balancing the fiscal
budget and avoiding too abrupt a transfer of income in favour of exporters,
at the time of the foreign exchange reform of 1958. The authorities intend,
as far as considerations of prudence permit, to diminish these retentive
duties; this has, in fact, already been done in relation to maize, sorghum,
and millet, the duties having been reduced from 20 to 10 per cents

i. Imports

Imports are as free as exports. The few exceptions to this principle
are based on the same reasons as appear in ixticles Ace and Z:I of the General
Agreement,

Argentina maintained pfor any years an out-of-date Tariff regulating
import trade, The economic protectionism which prevailed in our country, as
in others, after the 1930 depression, caused this Customs Tariff to cease oeing
an effective instrument of import control, while at the same time subsidies,
together wtith foreign exchange permits and quotas, mlade it lose its economic
significance and thus become ineffective.

f.s from December 1958, a system of surcharges was introduced and added to
the old Customs Tariff. These surcharges, of which the a priori purpose is
to bring our present ineffective Tariff provisionally up-to-date, are aimed
at a number of different objectives. One of these objectives is to afford
a selective protection to those industries which developed under the quota
and exchange permit system and which would not be able to face foreign
competition without a reasonable degree of protection. Another of the basic
objectives of the surcharges is to attain a levelling of our balance-of-payments
situation,

(1) The general system of surcharges operates on six categories of
goods, as follows: those which are free of surcharge; and those
with surcharges of 20 per cent, 40 per cent, 100 per cent, 150 per cent
and 200 per cent, calculated on the basis of cost value and freight.

(2) Against the background of this general system, current developments,
our need for investment and considerations of economic developments
have led us to discontinue the following surcharges:
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(a) On the import, of industrial machinery and motors not
produced in Argentina.

(b) On equipment for oil, coal, povror: steel and railway
development insuchequipment is not manufactured in the
country'.

(c) Equipnent and materials for ship-building, and for converting
and repairing sh`p-,.

(d) Production lines, on which no surcharge is paid if a considerable
proportion of the materials used in them are not producod in
the country

(H) Tierra del Fuego FreeZone imports for use and consumption
in this southern zone of' .Argentine territory ara exempt from
import surcharges.

(|) No subcharge is paid on the used uorsonal effects of immiigrants ,
the person ' effects of the diplomatic corps, wardrobe properties
of theatrical companies, books, magazines and newspapers, etc.,
because such imports are not of a commercial . nature; these
e.xemptions are on the basis of reciprocity.

(g) No surcharge is paid On ships over 3,000 tons and up to twelve
years old, such as those for deep-sea fishing, and cold storage
transport up to 3,000 tons, nor on raw materials, machinery, etc.,
for the building of ships, nor on floating docks, cranes,
dredges, etc

(h) aircraft .and other goods required by central State agencies, by
AZrgentine undertakings running regular commercial services, and
by those serving human,animal and vegetable health; and parts
used in the construction of aviation models.

(i) Scientific instruments and equirzient imported by the National
Council of Scientific Research, by hospitals, etc., or by any
other public or Irivate non-prof itmaking institute

(J) Road-building equipment is exemp from surcharges to the extent
determined by the National Directorato of Roads.

(k) Goods and luggage entering Argentine ports or airports in transit
to a destination abroad aro specifically labelled "in transit"
and are, on completion of the statutory formalities, exempted
from surcharges.

(1) The inhabitants of countries directly bordering upon Argentina,
residing in regions close to the frontier, may purchase for their
oinm use and consumption certain categories of goods included
in special lists.
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(3) Not only .In order to discourage importation, but also in order to
give due protection to our own infant industry, automobiles and
certain. other vehicles ("moto-coupées") are subject to surcharges,
which are fixed by unit for 7"moto-coup6es", and by kilogram of
weight in. the case of assembled automobiles,

In order to encourage ithe manufacture of automobiles in existing
industrial plants in Argentina, a special system is applied to a
percentage of imports decreasing prog:-essively over a period of
Live years,, ":' similar system has been. instituted as regards the
manufacture of tractors and internal combustion engines.

(4) Sixrcharges hacve been suspended as regards the importation of
goods coming from neighbouring countries (including Peru) and
normally subjec-t to a surcharge of up to 40 per cent, or of goods
forming part of traditional trade with those countries. The
same special system has been incorporated in. the different 'trade
agreemaents concluded with such countries as France, Italy,
Federal Republic of Germany , United Kin-dom, etc.

(5) Capital investments Industrial plants for establishment in
Argentina are exempt from surcharges.

(6) industries established south of parallel 420 enjoy a partial and
transitional system ol liberalization as regards those raw
materials which are not produced in the country.

(7) The "draw-back" system has also been instituted, whereby exchange
surcharges and/or customs duties may be credited to the importer,
if the raw materials or products subject to such duties are to be
incorporated into the manufacture of articles for export.

Finally, it should be pointed out that State undertakings and
agencies pay the same surcharges as private commercial undertakings
or individuals,

VIII,

THE NEW CUSTOMS TARIFF

The .Argentine Ministry of economy is drawing up a new Customs Tariff
with a number of well-defined objectives, on the basis of the Brussels
Nomeclature and its Additional Protocol of 1955. This will make it possible
to umify the different nomenclatures at present in force; the customs
znomenclature, that used for computing surcharges, and the statistical
nonclature. It is also hoped to attain the international comparability
of our foreign trade figures, to simplify customs procedure and to use a
nomenclature which will correspond moro closely to the real nature of imports,
bringing it up to date by adding a large number ol new products which modern
technology has made part of international trade,
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The duties fixed in our new Customs tariff will include all customs
duties, surcharges and other taxes on imports, so as to reflect the true
position and avoid those disturbances which the transition from one tariff
to another generally brings about in a country which is undergoing a
substantial change in its import system.

This Tariff will be kept up-to--date by a Guste:as Commission which will
advise the Government on any changes which may become necessary. We hope
that such changes will not be so frequent as to constitute a cause for
uncertainty in foreign trade and in industrial costs, nor so difficult to
achieve as to hamper the flexibility of a system which must remain in
harmony with the pace of the process of national. development which we are
trying to achieve, and with the cost adjustments which must take place over
the whole of our industry.

Once the new Tariff has been drawn up, the Argentine Constitution requires
its approval by Congress, SYSTEMOFTAXACTION

Since Argentina i.s a Federal Republic, taxes are levied on the national,
provincial and municipal levels; but, in contrast with the situation in other
countries, the exercise of the power of taxation has been co-ordinated by
means of agreements between the Federal Government and the different States
which go to make up the Republic, so that in general there is no double or
multiple system of internal taxation. Income tax is levied according to the
principle of source of income, taking into account the allocation or use of
the capital involved or the activities carried out on the territory of the
Republic, and does not therefore give risc to double taxation on the inter-
national level.

Taxes are in general lows For instance, the maximum rate of income
tax only amounts to 54 per conlt,

The Argentine fiscal system does not in general exercise discrimination
in regard to the nationality or domicile of tax-payers. Only as regards the
tax on the free transfer of property is there a rule, dating from long ago -

and which the Government is at present trying to change - which establishes
less favourable treatment for residents abroad,

There is no discrimination, either, in. the field of internal taxes on
consumption and sales, according to the origin of the goods taxed.

The taxation policy at present followed by the Government is intended
to promote the capitalization of the country. In this sense provisions of
real significance have been adopted over the past year, as for instance the
deduction, for income tax purposes, of new investments, including foreign
investments,
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FINANCIAL POLICY

The Argentine Government has followed an extremely firm policy to put
an end to inflation, Monetary and fiscal policies have been subordinated
to this aim.

The deficit in the governmental sector is the chief cause of the
inflationary pressure to which Argentina has been subjected hitherto. This
governmental deficit is also a matter of basic concern to our financial
authorities,

The firm credit policy followed from 31 December 1958 onwards has
consisted in a limitation of banking credits; to this end minimum deposits
in banks were raised, In this way the country was for some time subjected to
a sharp credit squeeze which to some extent stifled activity in industry and
commerce,

This financial policy was, of course, accompanied by a wages policy in
conformity with the same purposes. Although normally negotiations between
workers and employers take place without official intervention, the freezing
of the cost of living and the fact that banks no longer granted advances to
industries which offered inflationary advantages to their workers, ensured
that wage increases remained within estimated limits.

The Government, moreover, gave a good example by refraining from granting
excessive pay increases to the staff of its own undertakings, while at the
same time it maintained the salaries of the Central Administration staff at
a low level.

This very considerable effort has produced the results shown by the
cost of living index, lkt present, prices have become stabilized; the credit
squeeze has, with the increase, ed constancy of values, become less serious; and
the investment market has begun to function in a way that corresponds more
closely to the interests of a country with a stabilized economy: thus, the
"black-market" rate of annual interest, which was 36 per cent during the peak
of the inflation, has now fallen to 18 per cent, and the downward trend continues,

The trade union policy has also given excellent results. The understanding
shown by our workers has made it possible to get through the phase of re-
adjustment without the plan being endangered by strikes.

From the financial point of view, all that remains is to end the fiscal
deficit; this will take rather more time, since it has at various times been
necessary to effect fundamental changes, e.g. in the oil policy, the railway
policy, the power policy, etc., before attaining the equilibrium we intend to
reach.
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Argentina has passed, within an incredibly short period of time, from
an inflationist financial policy to a policy of stability, and we may say that
in this respect the national monetary authorities enjoy general confidence.

INTERNATIONAL TRADE AGREEMENT

After attaining independence, and approximately up to the 1930 world
crisis, Argentina regulated its trade relations with other countries on the
basis of treaties of trade and navigation, which agreed to "Luconditional
and unlimited most-favoured-nation treatment and granted certain facilities
to commercial traffic and navigation. Up to that time our policy was in this
respect liberal and non-discriminatory.

As from 1930, because of the internal difficulties caused by the crisis,
Argentina began a process of adaptation to international conditions. Inter-
national trade relations began to take the form of commercial agreements which
entailed bilateral reciprocity. The agreements with the United Kingdom, the
United States, Brazil, Chile and Paraguay date from this period. These
agreements provide for the consolidation of customs duties and agree upon
certain specific exchanges of commodities.

As from 1956, there began in Argentina a process of adjustment of the
old international agreements to the new conditions of world trade, and to
the newer and liberalized policy instituted by the authorities. The trade
and payments agreements which regulated our exchanges with Western Europe
were re-adjusted on a multilateral basis, in accordance with the provisions
of the Treaty of Paris, which had been jointly signed by the Federal Ropublic
of Germany, Austria, Belgiun the Netherlands, Denmark, Italy, France, United
Kingdom, Norway, Sweden, Switzerland and Finland.

Mxore recently, as a result of the liberalization measures adopted
by our country from 1959 onwards, a decisive advance has been taking place
towards the liberalization and nultilateralization of trade and payments.

With the countries that concluded the Treaty of Paris, the contractual
provisions concerning payments systems included in bilateral instruments have,
in practice, been superceded by the entry into force of the Luropean Monetary
Agreement on monetary convertibility. The trade provisions agreed with
these countries remain in full force; they have been renewed by the mutual
exchange of notes on the subject, all of which are of a multilateral and
non-discriminatory nature. Independently of this, there are still in force
agreements concerning the consolidation and amortization of debts, which had
bean concluded with the Federal Republic of Germany, France, the Netherlands,
the United Kingdom, Italy and Japan; the provisions of these agreements are
being put into effect in the form agreed.

Similarly, Argentina ha.s denounced the trade and payments agreements
which still existed with Yugoslavia, Bulgaria, Israel, Hungary, Czechoslovakia,
Poland, and Rumania, as well as the banking agreement which it had signed
with the Democratic Ropublic of Germany,
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as regards the countries immediate ordering upon Argentina, it is
worth pointing out that hero too stops have been taken in the direction of
the liberalization of payments. Bilateral accounts with Paraguay and
Bolivia have been totally closed, and the bilateral account with Brazil has
beon partially terminated, as regards the trade in fruit. Talks have boon.
initiated in the same sense with Chile and Peru.

At present Argentina maintains. payments agreements, comprising bilateral
accounts and reciprocal credits with the following countries: Brazil, Chi.le,
Uruguay, Peru, Spain and the USSR,

Moreover, Argentina maintains conventions containing commercial clauses
with the following countries: Cuba, Unitod States, Canada, United Kingdom,
Federal Republic of Germany, Austria, Belgium, Denmark, Spain, Finland, France,
Greece, Italy, USSR, Japan, Norway, the Netherlands, Sweden, Switzerland,
Lebanon, Paraguay, Bolivia, Chile, Uruguay, Peru and. Brazil.

With Chile there is also in force an agreement which regulates the
trade of a limited zone in the nath of both countries, in which certain special
facilities are granted, which are of no significance as regErcis their general
international trade.

Special mention should be made of the treaty concluded in February 1960
between Argentina, Brazil, Chile, Mexico, Paraguay, Peru and Uruguay, which
sets up a Free Trade Zone and institutes the Latin American Free Trade
Association. We do not consider it necessary to give details of this Treaty,
since the CONTRACTINGD P:RrJTS3 have already taken due note of it during
the sixteenth session and through the questionnaires sent, during the interval
between sessions, to the Provisional Coinmittee in hdontovic'eo.

The setting-up of the Free Trade Zone in Latin Anerica falls within the
expressed objectives of GATT, and Argentina has done and will do everything
in its power to ensure that this initiative will have all the success its
importance deserves, since only a large-scale market can enable Latin American
industries to work in accordance with modern techniques and at costs comparable
with those of the large industrial countries of the world.

Gentlemen, I have taken advantage of your kindness, and I apologize; but
we have tried to present a complete, though sunmary, picture of our past, our

present, and our aspirations for the future.


